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VWAP - One of the most trusted indicator is volume-weighted average price (VWAP). Simply average the price and volume

and indicate a price point of the trading of day. Works in #intraday Only.

How to use #vwap -

First 15 minutes - #ASIANPAINT on a 5 min TF explained in pic below

- Entry based on #VWAP in morning gives max gains.

- In a bull chart it won't touch VWAP again in day.
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#VWAP ( how to short ) in Mid of Session -

How to short using VWAP - Explained in #mindtree and #HCLTech 5 min TF

Always wait for retest and confirmation before taking short - keep SL above VWAP

How VWAP helps identifying Bull and Bear Run in continuation

Explained with this #HCLTech and #TataSteel Chart■

When you have a hint of breakout and that may continue .. how to confirm with #VWAP ?



How to Buy in Mid of a session on bounce from VWAP

1) Any #Stock gaining in day but due to fall in market comes down to VWAP - High chances that it will bounce - one can

enter long when bounce is confirmed ( low is higher than vwap)

Explained in this #Techm Chart.

Long or Short near #VWAP with small SL always have favorable Risk Reward Ratio. 

 

Because SL is always small and to be taken at other side of VWAP.



 

All Based on my personal experience. 

 

If you like my Thread kindly RT ■
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